TAMPA BAY FOUNDATION FOR ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

About Us
The Tampa Bay Foundation for
Architecture & Design (TBFAD) is a
not-for-profit organization dedicated
to inspiring the exploration and
appreciation of architecture and the
built environment and how it
influences shaping our city, our
neighborhoods and our lives. Our
headquarters are located in the heart
of Ybor at The Center for
Architecture and Design.
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GalleryAIA
The Center's main feature is
GalleryAIA. A 1000sq ft space
dedicated to showcasing the work of
local artist and architects alike.
GalleryAIA hosts a monthly show in
collaboration with the Downtown
Partnership's Fourth Friday. This
monthly show has served as a
platform for student work, awardwinning designs, and local advocacy
efforts. The gallery attracts hundreds
of visitors annually and brings
thousands of dollars in revenue to the
Ybor and Downtown areas.
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Fourth Friday +
GalleryAIA
Shifting spaces is the
latest show at
GalleryAIA and is a
showcase of student
work from the USF
School of Architecture
and Community
Design.
Model by: Rachael Dippel
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Fourth Friday
+ GalleryAIA
In April of 2018, the platform of
First Friday + GalleryAIA was
used to host the Tiny Homes for
Homeless Veterans event. A
fundraiser to support the building
of sustainable homes for local
homeless veterans, designed by
students from the USF SACD.
With the support of the
community and sponsors, the
event raised over $3,000.
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Fourth Friday + GalleryAIA
The work presented in our gallery is as diverse as our community and
showcases the work of local artists and architects alike. Many incredible
artists have displayed in our gallery such the internationally recognized
Laine Nixon and Noah Deledda.
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Tampa Bay Design Week
Now in its 5th year, Tampa
Bay Design Week (TBDW)
has garnered the attention of
hundreds of community
members with its array of
programs ranging from set
design workshops to unique
pop-up installation
experiences. This week is a
showcase of all things design
that Tampa has to offer.
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Tampa Bay Design Week
The Eames contest was a week-long Instagram contest held
during TBDW. The winner received an authentic Herman Miller
Eames chair and This years winner was Trace Gainey of
Traction Architecture.

Those who attended set design with StageWorks
got a sneak peek at the set for 'In the Time of the
Butterflies'. Frank Chavez, the set designer,
talked about best practices and tips for
beginners.
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TBDW |
Ribbon
Cutting
Ceremony

This year's TBDW also included the official ribbon
cutting ceremony for the Center for Architecture
and Design. TBFAD President, John Tennison,
and Chapter president Chris Culbertson had the
honor of cutting the ribbon for this exciting event.
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TBDW | No Vacancy
Pop-up Festival
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The pop-ups spanned across
Ybor and allowed for visitors
to interact with and
experience design. Guided
tours walked visitors through
the exhibits and iconic Ybor
landmarks such as the Italian
club and the Ritz.

TBDW | No Vacancy Pop-up Festival
The No Vacancy Pop-up festival is the final event of TBDW and
invites local artists and architects to reimagine unused spaces
within Ybor. The exhibits stayed up for 1 month and were visited
by the thousands of tourists passing through the streets of Ybor.

"I loved Tampa Bay Design Week
because it challenged my ideas of
what Public Art can contribute to a
society."
- Louis Holstein, Tampa Blogger
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ARCHITECTURAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
CONTEST
The 2018 Architectural
Photo Contest has begun
accepting submissions and
is celebrating its 5th year at
the Florida Museum of
Photographic Arts. The
contest allows professional
and amateur photographers
to have their work presented
at the FMoPA and fosters an
appreciation of architecture
and all of its facets.
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ARCHITECTURAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
CONTEST
Right: 2018 1st place Entry, Marquis Bones by
Scott Morath
Below: 2015 5th Place Entry by Robert Keller
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HART BUS
Hillsborough Area Regional Transit HART Bus Program or Art
Bus will be a roaming art exhibit displaying the vibrancy of Tampa
Bay and how music plays a part in the culture of our city. Art Bus
will be driving through urban and rural parts of Tampa to allow all
parts of the community to experience it.
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HIP HOP ARCHITECTURE
Summer 2019 will be the first Tampa Bay cohort of Hip Hop architecture
summer camp. This two-week long camp offers local underserved youth
the opportunity to interact with their built environment through the lens of
hip-hop culture. This will be an impactful and unique experience for 40
children annually from across the bay area.
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HOLIDAY SHOP
The annual Holiday shop runs from
November to December and
showcases work from artisans all
over the Tampa Bay area. Works
include sculptures, paintings,
photos, and paper crafts.
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TBFAD Inaugural Gala
Network with Tampa’s design community while sipping cocktails, savoring epicurean
bites, and enjoying unique live entertainment at CAVU
All of the funds raised will directly support TBFAD. TBFAD is committed to
promoting and celebrating architecture, the arts, and the built environment through
educational activities and public awareness events engaging our community.
Learn More @ TBFAD.com/Gala

Saturday, April 6, 2019 | 7 - 10 pm
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THANK YOU!
Tampa Bay Foundation of Architecture and Design works hard to
offer programming that is diverse and engaging to our community.
Our programming is designed to be diverse and allow people from
all communities, economic levels, and interests the opportunity to
learn about how design and architecture shape the community.
Through the work we do at the foundation we inspire people to
explore and see their community in new and exciting ways.
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